with the seeking information about the opinions,
In this paper, we explore and identify the benefeelings and attitudes expressed in a text, rather fits of classifier combination for sentiment classifithan just the facts. A key task in this area is senti-cation through combining different classifiers ment classification which aims at classifying a based on different features. Classifier combination document according to the polarity of its subjective is an effective and broadly useful method for iminformation ('thumbs up' or 'thumbs down'). This proving system performance. It is designed to problem benefits many potential applications, such combine multiple classifiers as to take advantage as automation classification of movie reviews Of the strengths of individual classifiers and have been successfully applied to various fields of com-putational linguistics including text categorization nism is based on different training sets. In this (Switzerland, 1996) , named entity recognition mechanism, several training sets are generated (Florian et al., 2003) , word sense disambiguation from the original training set, and then multiple (Klein et al., 2002) from different representations of one physical feaThe remainder of this paper is organized as fol-ture. A notable application of MCS using this lows. Section 2 briefly introduces the classifier mechanism is in biometric authentication systems, combination methods. Section 3 describes the im-in which many classifiers are developed by utilizplementation of classifier combination on senti-ing different personal biometric features, such as ment classification. Experimental results are pre-face, voice, and fingerprint (Snelick et al., 2005) . sented and analyzed in Section 4. Finally, Section The last mechanism is based on different learning 5 draws some conclusions and outlines the future algorithms. One successful method of this mechawork.
nism is called stacking, in which multiple classifiers are generated by using several learning algo-2 Classifier Combination rithms on a single dataset (Ting and Witten, 1999) .
As for the second step of classifier combination, in the last decade and has been shown tensivl hou et al. (2002) shows that the combination of in the last decade,andhasbenshowntobes some classifiers is better reduces the generalization cessful in improving performance on diverse appli-error of the ensemble than the combination of all cations. Generally, the construction of a multiple the classifiers both theoretically and experimen- and Table 3 , we can find that the combination of Sentiment analysis using subjectivity summarization multiple classifiers is better than that achieved by a based on minimum cuts. In: Proceedings ofACL-04, single classifier whatever the combining rule is.
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